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THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
Introduction to the Problem 
A general change of attitude has taken place in the last decade 
which. un<lergirds the vihole effort to study the '1dropout problem.''' This 
change of attitude is best represented by the very use of the term 
"dropout.n The most pronounced connotative meaning of the term is the 
implication that ill students should graduate from high school. In the 
early part of this century, it was the common thing not to finish high 
school, the uncon::ruon thing to graduate. :But our standards have con-
tim1ally risen to the point where we now assume all students should 
graduate and those who do not are considered 11dropouts. '' The dropout, 
apparently, has developed into a problem in the context of our times. 
Paul Woodring makes this observation vihen he states that 
there is nothing new about the fact that many boys and girls 
leave high school rc1ithout a diploma--they always have. What 
is new is the word dropout with its implication that every 
adolescent ought to remain in school until graduation.1 
It is with this same assumption that this study is executed. 
The Problem Area 
A 1953 report from the United States Office of Education indicated 
1Paul Woodring, "Dropouts~ ,i Saturday Review, iO..VI (1963), p. 59. 
1 
2 
that 40 per cent of our youth did not graduate from high school during 
1948 to 1950. 2 Even though a noticeable emphasis during the past decade 
has been placed on the need to graduate, the dropout figure still remains 
alarmingly high. Daniel Schreiber, director of Project: School Drop-
.2.!!Et, reported in 1964 that still more than 11one-third of the nation's 
young people drop out of school before completing senior higb schooi. 113 
By contrasting projected enrollment figures with the expected dropout 
percentage, he concluded that n7.5 million yout1:is will drop out of school 
during the next decade. ,A 
This is an acute problem area for many reasons. First, it 
represents wasted human potential. In a recent dropout study, the 
authors prefaced their work by emphasizing that these dropouts Hrepre-
sent a tragic waste of the resources of our young people at a time when 
5 our country needs their fullest productivity. 11 
Second, it leads to a severe unemployment problem. Young adults 
without a high school diploma are finding jobs within their skill level 
increasingly scarce. A publication of the Board of Education of the 
City of Chicago observes that in previous times, ''tile teen-age dropout 
could be absorbed readily into the job niarket. Today's highly-geared 
') 
~U. s. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare, Biennial Survey of Education!!!.!.!!!. United States 1948-50 
(Washington, D. C., 1953):-p. 15. 
3Daniel Schreiber, in a newsletter from Project: School Dropouts 
(1964). 
4 Ibid., p. 1. 
5solomon O. Lichter et al., .Ih!. Drop-Outs (New York, 1962), 
p. v. 
space age has :1t1ade it more difficult for non~graduated youth to obtain 
and retain employment, especially in the great urban centers." 6 
Third, there is a serious personal aspect to the problem. 
Schreiber describes the situation graphically • 
.Almost one million lost, bewildered, defeated, hopeless young 
men and women will leave our nation 1 s schools this year before 
graduating from them. Although ill-prepared and inadequately 
educated, many will seek to enter the adult world.7 
There is no doubt that high school dropouts represent a serious 
problem; there is only speculation as to the extent of its severity. 
Purpose of the Study 
This study is designed to offer additional information to the 
presently expanding field of knowledge relating to school dropouts. 
Specifically, the study is :fornmlated to examine the relationship 
between the potential dropout and the conflict which may arise when 
a rurally oriented student attends a school in an urban setting. 
Scope of the Study 
The study has three dimensions which best identify its scope. 
First, it includes the student's propensity for dropping out of school. 
The student is here defined as a junior high school member, grades 
seventh through ninth. Second, it includes the degree to which a 
6Publication of the Board of Education of the City of Chicago, 
Programs for Potential l)ropouts, Study Report Number Three, 1964 
Series, p. 46. 
7Daniel Schreiber, '"The School Dropout--Fugitive from Failure," 
:Bulletin 2f the National Association ~ Secondary School Principals 
(May, 1962), p. 46. 
st-:.ident is rurally orieuted. 'rhia .:ural orientation is deteicmined by 
a residence factor arrd a:1 attitudinal t~st. 'fhird, it includes a 
relatimwhip between propensity and ruxality. The propensity of a 
student dropping out of scnool is considered in its relationship to 
the student I s degree= ,;>f r;:.:rral r.n:ientc;?.tion. 'J;:;.1c study attempts to 
consider these three dimensions ,:,f tr1e problem and to provide the 
basis for meaningful observation. 
Ther~ are numerous items which thi~J study does not include. 
First, this is not a prediction study in as much as it doe.s ri.ot attempt 
to et.itablisll a ce,.isal relationship between rural orientation and pro-
pensity for dropping out ,:,f school. It is, however, a relational study 
in as much as it attempts to explore whether a positive relation.shi}l 
exists bet,:.,E:erit rural ori"'ntation and propensity for dropping oui.: of 
school. Second, it does not attempt to identify specifically the 
nature of the conflkt which is believed to arise when a ~uxally 
oriented student utt,snds a school in an urban setti1c.g. Rathel', the 
study attempts only to indicate conflict which could hinder acadewic 
adjust111ent. 
Theoretical Basis 
Th~ study of educational aspirations of adolescents i111s been a:ri. 
irnportant prob len area it1 educational, psychological and sociological 
research. In a very early study of the subject of aspiration, !JJ. 
Chapman and John Volkmann (1939) examined reference theories relative 
,0 
to determination of al:lpiration levels.u They conclude that level of 
s - . D. W. Chapman and H. Volkmann, "A ~ocial Determinant of the Level 
of Aspiration," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, .llXIV (1939), 
pp. 225-238. 
a re,fe:r.·encc group. He argues that a :reference group r.ias three. charac-
teristic;s. lO First, tJ:::q reference groc!:p ruust conform to the sociologic;i.1 
concept of a gro·i:lp, a number of peopll;l inteructin.g with cme .:,mo:her it" 
Third, the person who ls invol7~d in 
(1) the 
ations. Re advocates the theory that two factors greatly determine one's 
level of aspiration. 
One influence up1)n an individual's level of aspiration is the 
level of his self-asse.ssment £!?_ others. Human beings are 
olrnerving creatures who gain inforu,ation ah•.J1.lt themselves an<l 
others through interaction with others. A second influenct on 
~n indivirlua! 1 s lev~l of aspiration is the level of the expecta-
tions which he perceives significant others hold for his behavior. 
,., 
:;,Ibid., p. 225. 
lORobert K. Merton, Social Theoi;_y D.ud Social Structure (Glencoe" 
Ill.). 
an individual is involved are the primary source of expectations 
rid.lr0 incumbent:a; of. counter fH)l'litionc :tB,ol,~t€.,d frai:r: th12 indiv:ld1.1al 
can be perceived to hold expectations also.H 
These two factors, self-assessment t'Qla.tive to others and expectations 
of significant others, provide the theoretical model upon which this 
study relies heavily. 
In application, it is asswrced that the rural oriented student 
whose basic aspiration levels have been set by a rural oriented refer-
ence group will conform to the aspiration norr:is of rurality. Furth.t"x-
more, it is believed that the student's concept of himself, as defined 
by his self-assessment and expectation by significant others, operates 
critically on his relationship to his acadf;\mic community. Leland Rott 
and Manford Sonstegarcl relate the concept of self to academic involve-
ment. ''Those self-concepts which the individual possesses at any 
morrn,m.t influence the extent to which he is capable of relating to the 
., .2 
curriculum at that t:iroe." 1 To emphasize tb.e point further, Manford 
Kuhn and Thomas 17,cI'artla.nd base their study of an empirical im,eg;stiga-
tion of self-attitude on the premise that "1huruan behavior is organized 
and directed ••• Ling_/ the organization axi.d direction are supplied by 
the individual's attitudes toward himself." 13 
1 1 
··"'"1.tobert E:. Herriott, "'Some Social Determinants of Educational 
Aspiration,' Harvard ll:<lucational l.{eview_, UAIII (1963)l) pp. 157-177. 
1~\.ela.n<l Hott and Manford Sonstegard, "Relating Self-Conception 
to Curriculum Development, H ~ Journal of Educational Research, LVIII, 
Ho. 8 (1965), pp. Jl:-8-351. 
13 ,· . 
i-.,anford H. Kuhn and Thomas llcPartland, "!.1-n Empirical Investiga-
tion of Self-Attitudes," American 8ociologica!, Review, IHX (1954), 
pp. 63~76. 
In recapitulation, the theoretical basis of hiss udy leads to 
the four following assumed sociological propositions: (1) the concept 
of the self is vitally interrelated to one's reference group, (2) the 
concept of the self organizes and direct one's behavior, 3) the con-
cept of the self operates func iona ly in establishing the level of 
educational aspiration, and (4) the concept of the self operates 
vitally in one's relationship to his academic connnunity . 
7 
Each of these four sociological propositions is fundamental to the 
theoretical framework of this study . First, if the concept of the self 
is vitally interrelated o one's reference group, then a careful examin-
ation of the characteristics of the reference group is important . For 
this reason, serious consideration is given to the nature of the influ-
ence the rural mentality may have on the student personality. In what 
way does the rural reference group relate to the concept of the self 
of the student? What kind of view of the self does the rural reference 
group foster? Does conflic arise when one changes from a rural 
reference group to an urban reference group? What effect does the chall.{J! 
have on the stability of the person? Such questions as these reflect 
the significance of the first sociological proposition. 
The second proposition is equally important to this study. To 
affirm that the concept of the self organizes and directs one's behavior 
is to affirm the possibility of relating cultural influence to behav-
ioral patterns . The ability to move from abstracted cultural motifs to 
concrete forms of expression is necessary if one is to make a meaningful 
correlation between rural orientation and the propensity for dropping 
out of school . 
The concept of the self operates function lly in e ablishing the 
level of educational aspiration. This third sociolog cl proposition 
has obvious relevance to the school dropout problem. Do low level 
educational aspirations contribute to school dropout propensity? Does 
a rur l reference group give rise to a concept of self which inc ludes a 
low aspiration level? The appropriateness of these two questions rests 
on the premise that the concept of self does play a vital role in 
determining aspiration levels . 
The fourth proposition which is operative in this study is that 
the concept of self is vitally influential on one's relationship to his 
academic community . Similarly, how a student views his needs estab-
lishes the criteria by which he judges the adequacy of the academic 
community to fulfill them. In both cases , there is a direc t relation-
sh p between the concept of the self and how the self relates to the 
academic community . 
Populat ion of the Study 
The population used in this study consisted of the 1963-64 
enrollment of the Roosevelt Junior High School, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
The grades inc luded were the seventh, eighth and ninth. There are t hree 
reasons for the selection of Roosevelt Junior High School : (1) the 
faculty and staff was willing and cooperative in the study, (2) the 
building was located in an urban setting, and (3) the school is located 
in a city which is exposed to a considerable rural immigration. 
Hypot heses 
Major Hypothesis: There is no significant relationship between 
m:ban school. 
Sub=Hypothesis l: There is no oig1aificant diiference bet~veen 
Gewas uith regard to prop(msity :for dropping out of school. 
Sub;.Hypothesis 2: There ::i.8 110 significant difference among grade 
classifications with regard to propensity :for dropping out of school. 
Sub-Hypothesis ') . J• niere is no significant difference among years 
spent 011 the faru.1 w'ith regard to propensity fm: dropping out of school. 
Sub- i:!ypothesis l~: There is no signiticant differe11ce among fa.rm 
residence classifications with regard to propensity f,.:,r dropping out of 
school. 
Sub-Hypothesis 5: There is no significant difference among 
rur~lity test scores with regard to propensity for dropping out of 
school. 
CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE 
In exploring the relationship between a student's propensity for 
dropping out of school in an urban setting and the degree of his rural 
orientation, three issues emerge which need investigation. First, what 
effect does rurality have on student personality? Second, what can be 
expected from the rural oriented student who moves to an urban setting? 
Third, what characterizes a school dropout? 
nie Effect of Rurality on the Student Personality 
Many studies reviewed conclude that rurality does have a unique 
effect upon the student personality. nie nature of this effect seems 
to manifest itself in two areas: educational and occupational aspira-
tions and personality orientations . 
A study made by Russell Middleton and Charles M. Grigg finds that 
"there was a significant rural-urban difference in educational aspira-
tions,111 and that this difference indicates that rural youth have much 
2 lower levels of aspirations . 'l'he same results are outlined by Lee G. 
Burchinal in his study of the differences in educational and occupa-
1Russell Middleton and Charles M. Grigg, "Rural-Urban Differences 




tional aspirations of farm, small-town, and city boys . He states his 
findings in an even more emphatic manner: " the severely depressing 
effect of plans to farm upon educational aspiration is seen. 11 3 Burchinal 
emphasizes that it is the planning to farm which has significant influ-
ence on educational aspirations . 
A.O. Haller contends that the reasons for the differences is 
4 rooted in the " farm background and environment . " More specifically, 
the most significant factor in explaining the difference in this educa-
tional and occupational aspiration level is the attitude of the parents 
of rural youth. Robert Jay Thomas finds this to be a most important 
consideration in a study of over two thousand students in the greater 
Chicago area . Be groups fathers' occupations into sixteen different 
categories and relates them to the aspiration levels of their children. 
Bis findings indicate that offspring of farmers have among the lowest 
5 educational and occupational aspirations of the entire group . 
This observation is understandable . It is based upon the very 
fundamental sociological concept of socialization. Raymond Payne 
studies this aspect in particular and finds that groups like the family 
exert the greatest amount of influence upon the development of the 
3Lee G. Burchinal, "Differences in Educational and Occupational 
Aspirations of Farm, Small-Town, and City Boys, 11 Rural Sociology, XXVI 
(1961), pp . 113-114. 
4A. o. Baller, "The Occupational Achievement Process of Farm- eared 
Youth in Urban-Industrial Society, 11 Rural Sociology, XXV (1960), pp. 329-
330. 
5 Robert Jay Thomas, 11An Empirical Study of High School Drop-Outs 
in Regard to Ten Possibly Related Factors, " Journal of Educational 
Sociology, XXVIII (1954), pp . 15-16. 
12 
child. Be tates, " informal interpersonal situations contributed most 
6 to the formation of such expectations . " After reviewing much of the 
same type of literature which has been presented here, Haller concludes 
with the tatement: 
It appears, then, that farm people tend not to be aware of 
the objective requirements of the non-farm world of work. 
Yet these are the people who usually provide the effective 
learning for the farm youth. They are the people whose opinions 
he trusts . 7 
It is apparent that differences exist in the levels of aspirations 
along with the area of personality characteristics . 
The most significant differences of personality characteristics 
between rural and urban youth are SU1llll&rized in study by Byron 
Munson. He compares the personality differences among urban, suburban, 
town and rural children. His results show that in four very important 
areas the rural child feels significantly lower in his ratings than 
does the urban child. To a substantial degree rural children feel as 
though they do not belong to the group, they express withdrawing 
tendencies, are lacking in many social skills, and feel ill at ease in 
8 many of their school relationships . 
In an article written especially for American Child Magazine, 
Lee G. Burchinal states, "greater proportions of farm and rural youth 
6 
Raymond Payne, "Development of Occupational and Migration Expec-
tations and Choices Among Urban, Small Town, and Rural Adolescent Boys, " 
Rural Sociology, XXI (1956), p . 117 . 
7 Baller, pp . 329-330. 
8Byron E. Munson, "Personality Differences Among Urban, Suburban, 
Town, and Rural Children, " Rural Sociology, XXIV (1959), pp . 261-262 . 
expreased feelings of shyness, self-depreciation and suspicion or 
distrust of others . 119 Starke R. Hathaway, Elio D. }onachesi, and 
Lawrence A. Young state the conclusions to their study with striking 
similarity : 
13 
In summary, the data presented indicated that rural and urban 
ninth grade school children differ in personality characteristics. 
Rural boys and girls in general express more feeling of shyness, 
self-depreciation, suspicion of others, and a few fears rational 
to farm life. 10 
It may be thought that these personality characteristics are more 
the result of lower class status than of rural residence influence . 
This is not the case, however . Haller, along with Carole Ellis Wolff, 
made a study to test class variables . After holding class constant, 
results show that there is a "clear demonstration of the hypothesis 
11 that personality orientations are related to residence . " They 
observe twenty-six different personality traits, but three seem most 
appropriate . They find that rural youth score highest on submissive-
ness, withdrawn shyness and depressive anxiety . They further observe 
12 that they score lowest on occupational and educational aspirations . " 
Another personality characteristic which is impressed upon the 
child from a rural background is expressed by Pitirim Sorokin and 
9 Lee G. Burchinal, "Characteristics of Rural Youth, " American 
Child, XI.IV (1962), p . 7. 
10starke R. Hathaway, Elio D. Monachesi, and Lawrence A. Young, 
"Rural-Urban Adolescent Personality, 11 Rural Sociology, XXIV (1959), 
p . 346. 
11A. o. Haller and Carole Ellis Wolff, "Personality Orientations 
of Farm, Village, and Urban Boys," Rural Sociology, XXVII (1962), 
p . 283 . 
12lbid . 
14 
Carle C. Zir,,merma11. 1'hey feel that hocause of the type of knowledge 
flexible in the.ir think:i.r1g. The e1:tension of this thought is that the 
:farm reared person may have difficulty in adapting to new thoughts and 
. 13 new emnronmen.t[1. 
There is one school of thought which rJays that even though this 
rural-urban difference does exist, it is rapidly declining because of 
i d t t . d . ~· 14 ncrease transpor a ion an comm,2n1.ca ... :1..on. A rather unique explora-
tion of this idea and its impact upon personality differences is made 
by M. A. Strauss and L. J. Houghto,1. They study the underlying themes 
in editorials of the National £t.:l! Club ~ from its founding in 1924 
through 1958. They consider th€: theme::; as relating to pet"sonality 
orientation;;; in the following uay: achievement-oriented editorials are 
assumed to reflect the ~ural 3reas; affiliation and co-operation 
oriented editorials are assumed to reflect the r:1crc urban personality 
identified by its group-consciousness. 15 
The results of this analysis indicate a significant de.cliue in 
the achievement content of the editorials, a slight but not 
statistically significant upward trend in the affiliation content, 
and no discernable trend in co-operation values ••• however, despite 
this d~clinc, the achievement theme renmins doruinant.16 
13Piti:t'im Sorokin and Carle C. Zimnerwan, Principles of RuraJ.:. 
!!f.ban Sociology (New York, 1929), p. 571. 
14Richard. Dewey, "The Rural-Urban Continumn; Real but Relatively 
Unimportant, ii ..:\lnerican Journal of SocioloJ;J_, L~tVI, p. 60-66. 
15M. A. Strauss and L. J. Houghton, ,:Achievement, Affiliationll and 
Co-operation Values as Clues to Trends in American Rural Society,n 
Rural Sociolor,Y, X..1.V (1960), p. 402. 
16Ibid. 
16 
leave its imprint upon the student personality; and 4) this imprint 
expresses itself in shyness, self-depreciation, and suspicion of others. 
The Rural oriented Student's Relationship to 
School in an Urban Setting 
If, as previous evidence indicates, the rural environment produces 
a particular type of personality, what happens when this rural person-
ality moveo into the urban setting? The implications of this question 
are the very basis for this portion of the review. 
The bulk of the evidence seems to indicate that rural people are 
at a definite disadvantage when they move into the urban setting. 
This disadvantage n1ay take many avenues of expression. One avenue in 
particular is the labor market competition. W. A. Anderson observed 
in the early 19.50's "that farm-reared people tend not to be successful 
in the urban,..industrial occupational world. 1119 · 
Burchinal supports Anderson's observation by outlining two parti-
cular areas of disadvantage. The first is occupational and the second 
is educational. 
In commenting on the occupational disadvantage, he says, 
There are still important differences in some characteristics 
between rural and urban youth, and some of these differences 
place rural youth at a disadvantage in competing with urban 
youth in the urban labor market.20 
He goes further by implying that farm people are also less educated 
lQ 
'W. A •. Anderson, 11 High School Youth and the Value in Urban 
Living. 11 Rural Sociology, XVIII (1953), p. 331. 
20 . 
Lee G. Burchinal, "Characteristics of Rural Youth, 11 American 
Child, D.IV (1962), p. 5 •. 
the time required to attain ,1or;;:;0'.ll urban patterns of social 
participation. For the farm-rear.ed migrant, the process of 
incm:poration into the local urban i11stitutions is likely to 
be more painful and to require a longer period of time for 
the learning of new social roles.24 
The expected reaction to this 11 learning; of new social roles" is 
one of regression or, at least, hesitation. That this reaction is not 
only e~pected but real has been borne out in reany ways. The Freedmans 
pose this question in their study: '1Do the farm-reared eleraent,J of 
our urban population have lmi rates of social participation?1125 Their 
answer is in th,, affirmative. 
More spec-i.fically, they find that ''the farm-re.a.red are less active 
politically than the rest of the non-farm ~opulation in an urban 
setting.n26 They further discover that they are less active in volun-
i . 27 tary organ zations. 
The reasons for this social retardation are no doubt involved and 
complex, but some e,cplanations can be made. Carl C. Taylor offers this: 
But from childhood to old age he /,,£he farme~ lacks thousands 
of contacts which are a part of the average citi person's social 
environment. He is therefore ••• 6,nuch more rigid? than the city 
person.28 
He elaborates on his idea by contending that the "farmer is not subjected 
to the forces of social change which are continually upsetting old ideas 
21+ Ronald Freedman and Deborah Freedman, "Farm-Reared Elements in 
the Nonfarm Population, n Rural Sociology, XX.I (1956), pp. 50-51. 
25Ibid., p. 50. 
26Ibid., p. 60. 
27Ibid. 
28 Carl C. Taylor, Rural Sociology (New York, 1926), p. 466. 
'?C 
,i.l, <CJtI1.a:i:' \<ii.i.J.i.\.SJ v:.: lii<.o. ,;to,' 
19 
thil ur;:;ian .3tli.:ting, .:i:,li!:.:e still needs i:o hla! a tiiore specific examination 
of th;; ru;cai stucieut who moves into the urban school. BtuciitH, which 
attempt i.:u '<!.J:a:wine this probl~m suppo:t:t i:he thesis that rural students 
u4b,,m ;:;,.::i.1001 cys tE:ii. JiiG persona.ii ty has been directed towarcl more 
2' , !:IIbid. 
3iJ Louis Ii. O.:~;acl.-., ;;'Preference and J?ieejud:ice Piitterns iuuong Rural 
a·a,d Uroan E'chooh1iates,'' Rural Sociolo;:i;l., J;:.{I (1956), p. 33. 
31 .... '°,.~ -i-.,,,,,... ,. ·- r.'."iloa,;,~ ... ..,., i 1 • c •• wn •• -.:th .L. -.,,uc,i.,::m, 1'The z;:.e:i.ations up of Cocial Acceptance to 
Socio-r:conomic Statuts a.id llcside;.1ce High Hchool Students, 0 Rural 
Sociology, ~III (1957), p. 142. 
20 
personality has been shaped by one environment while his activity must 
be released in another. Hhat appears to be a very obvious theoretical 
contradiction becomes, in actuality, a very real tension. 
Concepts Related to the Student Dropout 
As the dropout problem becomes of increasing importance to the 
general public as well as educators, increased research is being done 
on the subject. Much of this research deals with the nature and char-
acteristics of the dropout. It is hopefully assumed that understanding 
the •1typicar1 dropout will aid in the development of programs for 
corrective measures. The studies designed to identify the definitive 
characteristics of the dropout have usually combined data from several 
of the following sources: (1) personal interviews with the dropouts 
au.cl th~ir parents, (2) teachers' opinions of the dropout, (.3) examina-
tion of the inforri.atio:..1 from cumulative scrmol r~cords of the dropouts, 
(4) cowparisons of droi,)outs with pupils who finish with respect i:o 
intelligence, sex, age, grades, attendance, socio-economic status of the 
fa.mi ly, :i:'ace and reading abilities. 
In an analysis of the nature and characteristics of the dropout, 
certain prevalent misconceptions need to be corrected. First, it should 
be noted that the dropout is not necessarily someone of low intelligence. 
One of the most recent studies deals with the question of intelligence 
in a very thorough manner. The conclusion is quite clear on this point. 
11Most ••• significant is the fact that it is not necessarily the less in-
telligent who leave school before graduation. 1132 Percy V. Williams 
32sam !-'i. Lambert, High-School Dropouts, (Washington D .. c .. , 1959), p. 7. 
:n 
reports on a study ruade by the 1f.iaryla11d State Department of Education 
in cooperation with the state 1 s twenty-three county systems and the 
Baltimore City Departrnent of Education. A pupil dropout study for the 
year 1960-1961 was conducted in every high school in the state amll 
records were compiled 011 13,715 high school dropouts. His conclusion 
is revealing: 
Lack of intelligence may he a big factor for sowe dropouts, 
but it certainly is not the dominant cause. The Maryland 
study showed that 49.8 per cent of the dropouts had average 
to above average intelligence.:B 
scholastic ability which play important roles in the decision of a 
potential dropout. 
?actor::; such as luck ui inte!'e;St on the part of pupils, failure 
to adjust, lack of paxental encouragement and the farm help 
probl1c:1,; are wore often causes of <l1·c,pping out cf high school 
than the factor of scholastic ability.31t 
To recogni:.;e that thert:\ ar"' 1ua11y factors othe1· than intellig,:;,1,ice is 
not to say that intelligenct"; does not have it:c; .=iiect. lr. som"" studies, 
the relative importance of intelligence seems especially significant. 
Table I represents the findings of a United States Department of Labor 
study of dropouts in seven corrimunities. Alth,?ugh more than half (54%) 
of all dropouts tested hacl IQ 1 s of over 90, the level of IQ remains 
important. As indicated by the table, three times as many dropouts as 
high school graduates had IQ 1 s under 85, and nearly three times as 
33Percy V. IJillia.ms, 1:lchool Dropouts," National Education 
Association Journal (1963}, p. 11. 
34J. F. Elstrom, n1n1y Farm Children Leave School," School 
Review, LIV (1946), p. 236. 
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Lazare indicates tbe cquiv-0cal way :tn ub:L:h tho f.ntelligence f.acto1· 
can lie considered iP t'elation to di:opouts. lie found that 82 .,(, pe1· cent 
of the dropouts i:rom the Xec.0t,.;.a and Piei'.ce Couuty public scboob 
cent, 60.9 pe:c- cent and .'57 .6 p-er cent 0£ the ninth grDM dropouts 
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outs, it rnust he cot1•1lude-d that {1) the dropout is not necessarily 
23 
the dropout group approximates identity with the juvenile. delinquent. 
35 
group. In the Maryland Study pre,.1iously cited, the inaecw:a.c.y of 
tbil.l vint1 i.s made quite clear. The .Dtudy produced no ev!den~e to 
support the idea that mo~t dropouts ar~ delinquent child1.·en. i\ lar3e 
ma.j ority, 79 per ceut, uere not: considered FJerious helu1vior probleoo 
'by either their counselors or their principals- The student continued 
to support their contention by stating; that 76 per cent of the dropouts 
36 have never he(tn susp~nded fr0.m school. 
Ii delinquency and low intelU.genee are not the pr:inmry reasons 
identify the factors r.1hic.h do account for school dropouts. lJtile 
relate to propeneity for droppin;J, out of school, there ia overwhelmin~ 
agreement that no one basic factor can be singled out as the cause,.. 
Consequently, tu0.st studies exSt'.li.oo several contributory elements. 
A study quite similar to the Maryland study vras made in Detroit ts 
public secondary school with a total research population of 622. 
35J. Kelly Frances. Donald J. Veldman, and Carsen McGuire studied 
the problem of measurin3 the rela.tionship between delinquency and 
dropouts. They arguecl that previou.9 studies had (1) neglected ,croa3 ... 
validation procedures, (2) failed to note the influence of incarcera .. 
tion upon the s• s test performance and (3) considered only extrer~ie 
deviants in t;estin:}. Additional information can be aeen in the 
atttiele by the above r.ientioned authors, ''Multiple Discriminant Pre• 
diction of Deliliqueney .and School .Dropouts,u .Educational !!!.!!, 
fsycbolo41,ipa;t Measµrement., XXIV t PP• 534 ... 544. 
1. 
Birthplaee. of. parents and ch:Ud 
Numbe.r of tinies faniily ehar,ged :i:esidence 
37 Sense of belong:ln;] · 
(2) lack of pet;so:nsl interest at home or at school, (3) inabil:U::y to 
cee value in school subjects, and (Li.) 1:tmited participation in extre .. 
curricular activities .. 38 A tn(n:e co.mprehentdve study of 2.Lt1 d1.~opouts 
L Boys are more likely t:o drop out of high school 
than are ·e;irls. 
2. More dr,)pouts ue.rc found. to have att@ded larger 
cJass&s in gracles one, two, and three tha11. those 
in i..fiieh nondropouta were found. 
3.. Nearly fom:: t.irr'Jile as many students wtio ehffl'lgtul 
s.chools \;,ere .fanmd to drop out as those who did. 
not. 
l}s li'upib -w'hose. par.ents are engatJed in profess:tonsl, 
managerial• ~gd.cultural, clerical, and sdes work 
are less likely to drop out than students who.se 
parents are unskilled laborers, retired. unemployed, 
or whose occupation b un~m, 
5 8 Parents who had rt1ore education tended to have fe~1er 
cliildren drop out. 
371uchard H. Dresher, 1~actors in Voluntary l)rop--Outs ,II Personnel 
and Guidance Joui-nal, lnt.Xll (1954), p .. 28. 
381Ubert J., R.tendeav, t'Fac:!n.g Up to the ?n:opout Problem,u The 
~le.pr.in& H9Yfi~, IDCXVt (1962), PP• 523 .. 526. 
6. iJtudents who left school it1 t11E.) nintli and tenth 
grade3 had a wea11 readin:1 c0111pre.hen&ion score of 
1 .. 9. Those titudents i,{)o remained in school had 
.n mean reading eonprehcnsion t1core of S.!).39 
John tl~ Porter l:'(:Vicrwcd the theoretic.al b.asis of numerous city-
the iirst si.;t items des.:::r:tbe the observable traits of the potential 
dropout uhile the last five items offer the socia14)syc.holo3ical 
:rc-as~ns for hio behavio:r. 
1 • Often resides in a homoc;ene-ous area of lcrw socio· ... 
economic statuo. 
2.. })oen not t,,.a,..re the skill. :res pons ibi 11.ty • and 
personal or social adju.stment necessary to obtain 
and hold a pat·t time job ·while attending school 
.and he does not obtain a ~ood job after leaving. 
school; usually m.1kes poor work tccord. 
3. tn personal adjustment lacks the ability to gain 
status, is oocially imuature. b:responsible, de-
fensive and pessimistic about his vooational future .. 
tr.,. Is sometime.a socially ·withdrawn and aometimes 
a;;3reasive.. Lacks stay-in friends and ia not a 
constructive leader. The dropout seldom. partf.ci .. 
pates in extra .. c.urriculor activities. 
5. If a girl, often plans to marry early and ts 
likely to be sECrually precoc!oue. 
6. A~demically below average, a poor reader, often 
absent from sehool and cl~shes ~ith certain middle 
class teachers who t"·ejeet him on the bss:ts of 
social class or .academic ittade.quaey .. 
!l.L I . !IP ,... 1P 
.,,r.: 
.;;'.1.:..;. :::: .. Bledsoe, 0 Investigation of Six Con:elates of Stuc.tent 
Withdrawal fr.om lligh School," :I.Pll~,1 ,~ Educational Research, LIV 
(1959), PP• 3•5. 
7 . If not below average scademieally, is more likely 
to exhibit a dislike for the scho&l situation t,e .. 
eaus.e of reasons not yet fully tdentified . 
8 . System of values tells him to reject aeho<>l, self 
and competitive systein. 
9. Be fee1s frustrated and iosecure in the school 
situation . 
10. Bas extreme difficulty seeing t:he posslbtU.ty ,of 
educatton as a means to vocational suceef.s• and 
can find no suitable training progr8lll in our schools . 
11 . His parents are indifferent to school persistence 
by theit' child . While they may not express negative 
feeling concerning school persistence, they will no40 
act to intervene on the occasion of school leaving. 
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L. M. and a. A. Tesseneer ma4e ,a review of the literature on school 
dropouts and COl!lpiled a list of the tn0-st fr,equently occurring cbArac• 
t.eTiatics . They list seven characteristic whieh they find to be the 
mc:,at common among all drop0ut.a ., 
1 . Are 16 or 17 years of •ge and are retarded by one 
or more grades 
2 . Are from low•f.nc.ome families 
3 . A't'e discouraged with their work or are fat.ling 
4 . Are dissat:Laf !ed with teacb1~g methods 
5. Have a fee ling of ''not belonging0 
6 . Leave because of the lure of s joh 
1 . Are from weak aud broken homes~ 41 
ii.OJ . w. Portetr, "Heart of the Dropout h«blenu Ea.:ly ldenttfioe• 
tion.," Michigan Edueatt,oni,l lournal,JLV (1963), pp . 362•3:&S. 
41a. A, Tesseneer and L . M. Tesseneer, •,eview of the Literature 
on School l>ropouts, n Nt1ti9Ml As~tation g!, Sec.ond,ary Scllool Principl•1 
Bulletin, XLII (1958), p. 143. 
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'While there appears to be considerable difference of opinion on 
the issue of the identifiable marks of the dropout. five specific 
c racter!stics emerge as the ones most frequently considered t portant: 
(1) a lack of a sense of belonging. (2) personality adjustment probl a. 
(3) reading retardation, (4) apathetic parental attitudes toward educa-
tion, and (5) a feeling that the achievement of his goals is not 
terially aided by formal education. Each of these ite s has been 
consid red in great det il by sociological and educational rese rchers. 
The drowt does not have a sense of belo~~ing . The Director of 
the Research Division of the National Education Association states 
th t "the typical dropout is also frequently characterized by faUur 
to belong to an in-school group ."42 A stat t from the Maryland 
report eems to sum up the findings o.f most writers concerning this 
point: 
Many dropouts •• • reveal feelings of being left out . Raving 
a•• e of b lo ing, a fe ling of being anted and rs cted 
a a person. is universal need, $nd the fact that so ny 
dropouts sbo 11ttl int rest in chool activities may be a 
ign that the pro rams in the schools are not eting this 
need .43 
The fe li of many dropouts that "they do not belong" begins to rg 
a th single, most important consideration. Ass more pecific 
ur of this lack of feeling of belonging, the ryland study 
in stigated th reas of extracurricular cttv:f.ty and student partici• 
potion. 
42 M. Lambert, Hisb,-Schoo~ ~o:e2uts, (Washington, D. C. , 1959), 
P • 8. 
~ nonechola:,t:ic factors we~ studied,, it was fOW'Jd that 
•r-e tNlll two-tM1'd4 of the dropout• uwr pctict~ in 
atbleties or estraC1Jf:Ticular activities: of «111 kind1 ,am 
tbia ~1 was moat prou~ in IAtqe a.chools ~ 
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Robert ~ay !homa made a fawt•year study of~- fee~• 9"ribly ula-te4 
to echeol d::'opottta. Be eoaeurs wt.th ·the ~dtion tbat the -dropout 
dote not haVe a sewse of 'belongtq., a11d that thia l.eek ia reflti::ted ta 
his failure t.o panic!~ t.fl group 4.lettv1tle4 ~ u·wtthout ~ of 
overgeneralizi~ it. uy be said tha-t dwae ,tttudentta who engttse, la a.t 
le•st QQe ntta~d.culcn: eeU.vt,ty a« ·Ji'Ucll leas likely to drop out 
. . i.45 than tbc,.,e who do llCC .. 
Dt soet paua:&lJ aa !:r 11,oJ?lera :ef a.dtuatgt. . &tkelwyn Q., 
Amholter •d• a atwfy relating s,ebe>ol perJJ1at4ue vith pcsona·U.t:y 
fact:ora uitlg th4 Ar'1lcma1 !edmiea1 Biab School. •f tnd~lis• 
Indf.eu. u th.a populat:ton gJ:0119 . Sba fiuds that thelte i• a ttgf.pd.fieant 
dtf!«~ .. .,. bl personality Dd,tu:stmenc b~ ct. _.dwttM •• the 
dr~•·'~ 
lit; ,tkfJl')Jl:;t ~ft9 _l!Jiffl:":! w&th .! ravi91. F•S!t:dali!! :.9!t9p.. A 
stutly umlu t.be dirutioo of tt .. L .. Gragg ft.ads that acaaemtc retal'4at1on 
wa,1 tt. \'l:IO&t aipifi~ fa~tar deal.bl; wf.t.h drc,mtta .as eompared ta 
44 lhld. 
4~ . lL 
ThQma$-. PP• lS- o~ 
46n · 1~ a. J\1:'nN>lter,, tttchool Persf.11tellee al'ld. lerscmali:ty 
l'acto~s.n fpr'L9..nnel ~ ~id!f!C~ J~tnal,, , JOtllf (1956)~ P• 108. 
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the graduate,.47 In a pilot study conducted in Ohio under the auspici-es 
of the Ohio State Department of Education,. the researchers discovered 
trust 75.4 per cent of the dropouts who took reading tests scored below 
the median for the level and 54 .4 per cent of them were in the bottom 
quartile . Ruth Penty has done extensive research in this ares and 
reports that three times as many poor readers as goOd readers dropp.ed 
out of school. The following chart which Penty published makes con• 
48 ventently clear the baaio for her argum.ents . 
TABLE 11 
NtJMJm.t AND PRCEftAGE OJ' 'fEH!B <ltADE STUDEN'?S - 593 
POOR REAl'JEB.S AND .593 GOOD lUW>RttS ... WHO DROPPED 
OU'J! OF SCHOOL MTWE1ffl SEFrlMBED. 1947 ARD 
Jt.nm 1951 BEFORE GRADUATION 
Poor Readers ~~d l\~der! 
i N t. 
Jlropped Outt 
During tenth grade 
Completing tenth grade 
During eleventh grade 
Com.pleting eleventh g~sde 
During twelfth gi::ade 
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86 14 .S 
source: Ruth o. hnty, Reading Abilitz !SS. lligh School n,ro~ts, 
Bureau of Publtcat.iona, ColU111bta Untvex-sf.ty., New Yo,:k, 1956 1, 
47w. t . Gr gg, uSome faet,ors Which Distinguish l>rop..OUta from 
High School Graduates,." PersQffllel .and Guidance Journal, XXVII, p. 458 . 
48auth c. Penty, Readt!3S Ab,ilit:t s,t1!1 lttt School t>roPf!!ta, Bureau 
of Publf.eat1-ons, Columbia University (New Yor . , 1956} . 
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The parental attitudes tpfluew;tns the dropout arepsuaU;x: aethettc 
fow9rdeduc•t.ion . A report on the Holding Power :Project ,of New York 
prepared by James W. Moore stresses the importance of parental attitudes-~ 
The project spanned the years from 1956 to 1960 and 89 Ne1r1 York School 
Districts participated in the study. The report includes the follOWing 
comment on the charaeteristica of voluntary withdrawal •• 
the attitude of the parents of the pupils toward continued 
school attendance for their children seemed to be of 
crucial importance . According to sehool o fficials • .only 
one-third of the parents of puptls who withdrew vere 
positively oriented toward this question, 1n contrast 
with 00 pe.;- . cent of the parents of pu.p-lls who re.matned 
in ac.hool .49 
The dromt fr•ffi!entlz feels that the fC:hievemen~ of his goal& ts 
no,t ta.ater1a11t aided bz formal, edu£!t~o11. Most. oft.en,. the dropout 
does not have a real a\iarenesa of his goals or h:ls goals are so con-
structed as t-0 preclude the nee.d for education. In either C!1l6e• be 
considers his ,continuation in a 1;recondary school as not u&eful for bis 
purpo&es . Evelyn N. tlen.o,. a consultant in Special Educ.ation and 
aehabtU.tetion to the Minneapolis Public School System, studied the 
q;ueetion of means and ends in relation to dropouts . Sbe conclu4es 
that the value system of the dropout is ao constructed as not: to inelud• 
n ••• school education as a serviceable and attainable route to gaining 
self-advantage. 050 
The effort to f.dentify distinguishing characterist:ies of the 
school dropout reinforces the contentton of moat writers that th1u:e 
49James w. Moore., "Dropout end Public Respoo.sibility,u Jm!. York 
State Edupati~n, Lt (1964), P• 7. 
50Eve1yn N. l)eQo_. nEarly Identtfieation. of Dropout••'' Hi,nnesoea 
JQUr1141 !! Bduud.on,. XL1V (1963), pp . 12•13!! 
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is no prototype dropout; numerous factors contribut to the concrete 
decision of a stud nt to withdraw from school . How ver, this survey 
of the literature dealing with the characteristics by hich the 
potential dropout may be recognized indicates the complex inter• 
relatednas~ of the observed behavioral actions of the potential 
dropout and the motives which initiate and sustain this behavior . 
ec use of the extensive number of studies dealing with the 
char cteristics of the student dropout, it is impossible to review 
them all . It is believed that a ufficient number of studies have 
been considered to give a representative view of current research . 
However, f w studie have dealt with dropouts in relation to variables 
emerging from rurality . 
Methodology Employed 
ho v,ari..ablea were selected, to deterniiue the degree of rurality 
of eaeh vt:ud.ent: a .r\lrality test and a te.sidene.'l! elaas1f ication systeai. 
The ~urality test 1fas. designed to me.asun.1 the aub j ect 1$ desree of rural 
od.e.ntation. The :residence elaasification system was bas¢d on the 
nqmber of years the stuclent or his parents had lived on a ft1t1xi. 
One variable was used to f.udic.ttte the propensity to drl!>p out of 
school. It cons.bted of the r,uiults of s test de~ised by the Oklahoma 
City Board of !ducat.ion, Department of Research_, undet' the- dir•etion 
of Br . Ltn:ry Haye• . fhe test const,rted of eleven characteristics 
wbieh "ere bel:l•ved to he wajor dropout aymptoms . 
Two other 'Vad.ablee we.re: ehosen t& offer .ad<U.tion&l. i ,nf.Qrntation . 
They wer~ sex and grad.e cliuuiif it::4lUoa. 
~ propensi..ty for a student's dropping out 0cf s-ch-00'1 wa$ u:sed as 
the d:epe.nd:ent variable end the remaining four variables w:t!re handled as 
independent variables .. 
Three st.athltieal interpr•tation$ were made on tbe data: e 
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here are no significant differences 
ng grade claaaiftcattons with re ard to propen~tty for dropping out 
of school . 
There 1 no si ificant difference among 
,-ars pent on the farm with re~ard to propensity for dropping out of 
school . 
4. H: 
0 - r~ • r, There are o significant 
differenc anv:mg farm residence cl ssif ications with regard to the 
prop ns1ty for drop in out of school . 
There i no significant diff~rence among 
rurality teet scores with r gard to prop ns1ty for droppin out of 
school . 
Source of D ta 
Two instruments re used as the pri ry source of data for this 
st dy . The first instr nt s d signed to identify potential drop-
outs and as fo lated by the Oklahoma Holding Power Coanttt of 
1963 nd 1964 . Educ tors from the univ r 1ty nd cond ry 1 vel ho 
wor 1th th dropout probl participated in the develo nt of the 
instl' nt . T f netiont of th instrument depended upon teacher 
participation . Th natur of the participation demanded obj e-etive a 
well a su jective info tion from the teachers . acb r gave 
info tion relati to eleven characteristics for each pupil . 'tbe 
fona us by the teacher instruct the to check diacernibl• 
characteristics . The characterintica given ere low scholastic 
ability. low achievement. readin~ rt rdat1on, overage. disint st, 
absanteei , undesir ble behavior, low economic tatus~ transiency, 
35 
poor health. ond non""P&rticipetion in ac.tivitie11. Charaatertstlc& 
such as overage ,aQd abse.nteeism invoho substantially objec:tt.ve re• 
porting of a given set of cb:eums-t11neu . On the othJ?r hand, charac• 
,teristies such as disinterest and undasirab-le behavior require a more 
subjeetive interpretat1on on the part of th• teacher . 
n1:1ring 1964. the. pt"opens:lty test ttaJJ used tn 44 school sytkteMS 
in Oklahoma to identify potentta.l dropeuts . The re•ulta of the pro• 
pmasity test, along with additional information, tire.re added to the 
potential dropout's permanent scliool record . Local and atatewide 
programs were initiated to hold the students in school . 
The second iruttrumen.t was used to d·etermine the degree of rural 
orientation of e•ch student. The rurality data callie fro111 e test. 
administered directly to the students . The t.est wes onv eo.lployed...;in 
e study by w. A • .Anderson which eontr.asts attitude.a tovard ten aspect.a 
of rural living .. The aroups 1n Anderson's study were lileasuced accord ... 
ins to their attitudes tOW4t'da the rural enviromn&nt .as a plaee. 
1. For healthful living 
2 . ror do1ng enjoyable work throuib farmiua 
3. Pox- obtainitlg the necessary education for life 
4 .. For earning a satisfactory living tl.lrough farming 
5. . Fox enjoying wholesome recreation and leisure 
i* for b4ving aosthe.tieelly pleasing "ped.ences 
7 . For carrying on a sociable U.fe as • eonmnmity member 
8.. For obtaiolng the necessary facility for a good l:tvtng 
9. for developing wholesome fQlnily life 
10. For the proper r .e.aring of children 
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However, because of the length o.f the original test, only four Qf 
the ten e-ectiotls were used. The four sections chosen for use were 
(1) for healthful living, (2) for doing enjoyable work through farming, 
(3) for obtaining the necessary education for U.fe, (4) for developing 
whole•ome family life . 
-ni. reasons for limiting the testing instrument to theae four 
parts and the j ust1fieatlon for ehoodng tl:utte particular four are as 
follows: 
1. It wee litllited out sf necessity. I eh section contaiu 
questions ranging in numlier from ZS to 45.. Whe.n all the qu(ilist.ions ar:e. 
c:onsidered" thue are almost 200. 'this n~er ~.as: too large fOJ' the 
testing situation wbtc:h was available. Therefore, t!M, number of 
questions as:ked was U.mited by elitntnat:ing six of the ten sections • 
.2,, The four sections chosen were most representat!v~ of all ten 
sections. When the ten se-cti:on1.l are divided into val"ioua areiu,, the 
bl'ettkdOffll. shows that two of the sections 4eal tdtb the rural environ• 
ment as a place for an adequate education;. two of tbe section& deal 
1rith the rural environment as an adequate context of ~ork; two seetion.s 
deal wt.th the rural envt1ronntent: as an adeqwat:e place for family r•latlort;t; 
and the reuining sections deal with the rural envb'on.ment as a go.od 
place to live. ?bus ., one &ection oas choten from each area of coneer1h 
'lb.ts selection provided the s.- scope of poss.tble ereae as the Ol:'ig!nal 
ce1-t ht,d done . 
3. Suitability for junior high student.a•• considered in ffleoting 
the se~ttons to be used . After the varf.oue subject tn·•as had been. de• 
termined, t~ spe<tU!c .sroup of questions which contained the mere 
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eleraentaty language and whkh seemed to be moxe appropriate to junior 
high scho.ol student level was sd~ete.,d. 
There are tt-;io pt:imar.y l:lre.:i.tationo of the ;methodology employed iD 
the study$ First, neither the propensity test devised by the Oklahoma 
Molding Fot;ocr CQmroittee nor the ruralit>• test designed by w. t,., Anderson 
has been standardized. Conae,4t1ently, tho data ft"om these two instru ... 
m.ents has to be c:onsid.ered without the benefit of comparison to 
st!!ndardized result.s. Second, the ~maet impact of usi.n5 only ~om:e 
o.f Ani!erson's ru:rality teatl'l cannot be determined. In section 3 of 
th.is eh.apter; it was argued dwt redu,:!ti.On from the o,::t.1rtna1 ten part 
test to four parts did not involr.1e: isignificant sacrifice. lfowever • 




Of the total sample of 947 students, 199 were identified as 
haviug some inclination towa~ds uroppiug out of school. Included 
in the 199 st:udentr;; v.1e~e 134 males and GS fowalee. The actual break-
down can be :Jeen h1 the following cha'i't which divides the sample 
according to sex, grade, and propensity ranking. These 199 students 
had propensity scores ranging from one to seven, the higher the 
nwaber indicating the i~cater the propenaity. Tine highest possible 
propensity score is eleven. 
In examining the chart, two points are observable: 
1. No students received a propensity ranking higher than ~even. 
Eleven was the maximum number possible. 
2. Of those with a tendency to drop out, the majority of the 
students were concentrated iu the 11uuibers fror.1 or,e to four. 
Rurality Test 
The average rurality test score for all 947 students was 43.38 
with the mean scores declining as grade increased. The range possible 
of scores on the rurality test was from O to 71, while the range of 
actual obser·vance was from 2 to 70. There are three categories in 
which the rurality test scores should be considered: grade, sex, 
and rl::;sideuce classification. 
TAJUJE III 
SCHOOL DROPOUT P.ROl-'KN~ITY SCORES OF 947 S'IUDKNT8 OF 
i.lOOSEVELT JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, O.L{J.AHct~\ 
CITY, BY SEX AND GRADE 
Gracle Level 
Propensity Seventh Eighth Ninth 
Score 
N F M F M F 
i,io. % No. % tiio. % No. .% Ho. % m, • 
. 
Totals 129 100 166 100 167 100 175 lvG 164 100 14,6 
D n 71 li;,:;J fJ6 1Z6 76 163 109 66 116 
1 19 13 9 5 7 4 5 4 8 5 4 
2 5 ~, ~ 2 7 l;. 3 2 10 (; I 11 
I 
J 6 
.. c: 3 6 ti I 1 l 15 9 I l~. :;; ::J I I 
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Students in the mc!venth grade scored highest on the rurality test 
with a ruean of 46.01. Students in the eighth and ninth i:,-rades had means 
of t~.2.69 and 41.63 respectively. :triale students scored higher on the 
test than di<l female students with means of £,S.62 and 41.26 respectively. 
li. very interesting comparison c~ul. be 1.,,ude CO'nceruing the rurality 
scores and the residence classifications. Hithout exception, the 
averar;e rurality score increaf1ed as the rural residence factor increased. 
not lived on u farm, the mean score for the rurality test was 39.5 l. 
T'his mean \\/US lower ti1an that of auy of the ·other reaidence categories. 
For those stude:nts ~it10 h.iid not lived OU th0 fa.rrn, but whose parents 
had, the result wae very close to th~ overall mea.n--43.53. Tl1ere were 
i:,9 otutlents who had lived on the farm, although their parentfl had not. 
T'ne mean of' thic 6Toup was t~6.02. 'fhe highest mean, which was <'}8.52, 
was calculated on those students who had lived on a farm and whose 
pa:n,nts had livE::d cm ct farm. 
'l'hese results are in agreeu;.en t with what was expected: as the 
rural residence factor increases» the rurulity i.:e~t scor1;;; incrt1ases. 
The results uf the comparison 0£ means rela~ing ruraiity test i>Cores 
with grade, seJ~ and residence io tlu:.,o1uarized in 'fable IV. 
RURALITY TEST lf,E.ANS OF 947 STUDENTS OF ROOSEv~LT JUNIOR :HIGU 
scm.mr.' l)K.l.:,.m)l:A CITY' BY r.RAiJE' SF;lr 
AND RESIDENCE CLASSIFICi:\TION 


























Neither parents nor student have ever lived on a farm. 
Parents have lived on the far1n tut student has not. 
Parents have not lived on the farm but student has. 
Doth parents and student have lived on the :farm. 
:::::1.:n~ mdti.it1-!' ;,.~rents nor stiu{j.cut i~v"' ~·;.;~?/£' lived on a :'i:1;1.rrCt. 
}?ar1tuta have U"•ed on the farin but student hss r;;oto 
~13 2 )l;'ar~"ntG tbvt; ::",ot 11 ved on thti £i1,~1w J}ut student ha::;. 
ii'ii;ii:,,.i L ;J.'..1rality Te.st le.i:u:u. 5.tutlc.m.ts by (J'!•acle, ~J~, 
and Reddeuce C:le.ssifi.:~t:ton 
percent level, the correlatio;n coefficient is ;;mall (a 14123). However, 
it ls still significant. 
an unalyoiB of va'i"ia:ncii:. Thia< table on 
factor. 
tJith any nu1cber larger than 6.63 being significant at the one 
percent levei, the ii.nalysis of Variance Table indicates that three 
factors are significant. Those three factors arE:! eex, grade, c!.nd 
rurality. 'J.'he T-test was run on all pairs of gradeo to determine their 
relative contribution to tht:o variance. The T-tc;;;t indicated that ·while 
ther~ is almost no d:U:fere11ce bet:~Jeen the se,1cnth and eighth grade 
students as related to prope1(taity, there is a significant difference 
betireen seventh and ninth, a.nd eighth and ninth grades. 
Source of s·,zm o:E lie an 
var:tanc(· Squares DF Square F 
Total 2201 947 
iI~d.rl (p) 363. ~15 1 
Total (corr. 
for mean) 1S727.15 94,ii, 
Sex 4,1. 0908 1 14.0908 21.9** 
Gra(le 31. T720 2 15.8860 8.5** 
Farm Years 6.0916 l 6. 0916 3.3 
;.,lesidance 13.3730 3 l,.45 77 2.4 
\lur::ilii:y 15 .li,878 1 15.4878 8.3** 
Error 1756.95 938 1.8731 
The third approach to be taken i:n an analysis of the rclndm:11.ship 
0etween rurality ari.d propensity is a con,parison of geano. I:.1 a cowpari-
previously: as i.:he rurality test scor,:s i.:1Ct'ease, the propewsity for 
dropping out of school rtwponds accm::dingly. 
'l'he mean for all students who had 11:0 indications of dropping out 
of school is 42.56. However, the mea:.1 fo1: all students who were indi-
cated as having proptrnsity :for <lroppin~; oat 0£ school was £i.7. 33. l:n 
this cave. the scores of students who were considered to be potential 
dropouts averaged about five points higher oa the rurality test than 
did those w~10 were not considered potential ch·opouts. 
dmm into aex categories. iemale potential dropou!:6 ncored a rurality 
1tenn of 46.06 whereas female non-potential dropouts scored only 40. 73. 
Similarily, male potential dropouts scored an average of 4.iJ:.60 on the 
rurality test whereas non-potential dropout£ scored 44.35. 
l. Sub-Hypothasis l 
There is no significant difference between sexes with regard to 
propensity for dropping out of school. 
Statistical Tests 
A.,alysis of Variance 
Results 
In all grad.es, u,ales were more lU:Gly to ,Jrop out of school than 
fowales. This was found to be sit,"llificant at the .en level. 
.Pisposition of liypotheuia;; 
rrull: Rejected 
II. Gub-Hypothcsis 2 
There is no siguiiicant difference amon6 grade claszificutions 
with n1gard to propensity for droppin;; out of school. 
Statistical TestG 
i .. nalysis of Variance, 'X-Teut and Coraparison of :Means 
Grade was found to be significantly related to propensity at the 
.01 level. A T-Test was run on grade to determine which cf the 
three gr~des was most 2i~,nificantly ~eluted to propensity. The 
tetwee.n seventh awl ei;~hth gra<le :.3tu.tlents as rclatecl to propensity, 
there was a significaut difference between seventh and ninth, and 
eighth and ninth gra<l~. 
Disposition of Hypothesis 
Null : Re j cc te<l 
III. Sub-Hypothesis 3 
There is no significant difference, among years sper,t on the farril 
with regard to propensity for dropping out of school. 
Statistical Teets 
AmilysiD c·f Variance 
Result::: 
NWtber of years spent on.the farm was not found to be signifi-
cantly related to prope'i.1.sity at the .m. lcvcal. 
Disposition c,f lhpothesis 
Null: Confirmed 
IV. Sub-Hypothesis l} 
There is no significant difference among farm residence classifi-
cations with regard to propensity for dropping out of school. 
Statistical Tests 
Analysis of Variance 
Results 
Farm residence classificaticm, like number of yea.rs on the farm, 
was found not to be significantly related to propensity at the .01 
level. 
Disposition of Hypothesis 
Null: Confirmed 
V. Sub-Hypothesis 5 
There is no significant difference among rurality test scores 
with regard to propensity for dropping out of school. 
Statistical Tests 
Analysis of Variance, correlation coefficient and comparison of 
means. 
Results 
Rurality test scores significantly related to propensity at the 
.01 level. Also, the correlation coefficient indicates that there 
is a significant relation at the .01 level. A comparison of means 
reveals that the ruean rurality test score for those students who 
have no propensity for dropping out of school is less than that 
for those who have some indication towards dropping out. 
Disposition of Hypothesis 
Null: Rejected 
VI. Naj or Hypothesis 
There is no significant relationship between a student's rural 
oriex:itation and his propensity for dropping out of an urban school. 
Results 
The results of this study generally support the contention that 
there is a significant relationship between rurality and propen-
sity for dropping out of school in an urban setting. The implica-
tions of Sub-Hypothesis 5, relating rurality test scores with 




In Chapter II of· the study~ 1tttmerous theoretical propositions 
,:1ere advanced and the finding:1 of Chapter IV either support or are 
compatible ,;;ith these prevlousl y advanced contentions. 
First, the results o.f this research lend further suppot"t to the 
contention tl1.at rur.al oriented ptH:son$ have lower educ.:;iti.ona1 anpb:a .. 
tion levels that, do ut~ban oriented pm:s<ms. Tho contention by Middleton, 
Grigg, Burchinal ~nd. Haller fa supported by the fact t:hnt rurality ond 
propensity ~;ere sigtd.:Heantly rel.eted. Sine~ many of the f$ctors" on 
the propensity test dealt with aeademic areas, it is consistent that 
!IS propensity increases•· so does rur(llity. 
Like\o.iis.e; the results of the research are compatible with the 
contention that personality diEfereiices exist between rural and urban 
youth which would tend to make the for-mer less adjusted to a school in 
an urban setting. Tr1e rural impr.1..nt on ~ student personality is Hk:ely 
to invo1 ve feelings that one cfoes not belong to the group, tendencies 
towards ~ithdrawing., l<0¢k of :ioony social skills., and fe.elin3s of b~ing 
"ill at ei:1.s-e11 in ,:::¢hool relationsh:ips. When these contention.ff irre 
conside.;:ed in tlH:: light of the propensity te$t tJhich ineluded factors. 
dealin;,;; sp.edfie.ally with the de~ire~ t:o -v1bich ~ atud-eni: felt 8 p.art 
of the group, it.: \..'Ottld be e:rpeeted that rural studentr:;; 8hnuld rank 
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hi;Jher or1 the p:::.·1.,pensit:y t€.H,t than m::lnm student;;. Xn.doed, the 
e;,;;pectatio11 W.:lS co11f irnwd by the. data., 
A thi:i:d theoretical considc1::ation pre!.:entcd :tn the e.."l:.d.ior chaptt',t' 
maintained th~t even thou:3h 1tural and urban difforeu.ces do c:::.st# they 
are b(';comin/: less si;:-~ntfl.c:nnJ:. blthm.t;:;h the study lras not desi}~ned to 
determ:!.na nny ldnd of trend, the i:er:n.i1t$ indieato that ~ rural .. uthan 
tl:,t'i rm~al person.alit:, is the :h1obiHty tc w.a;::e frequent <1nd 
ad.justnentc to ncl, cnv:tronmnnt:£:. Thi.s p!i!rt:i;:::ultn: vie:,; ts not nece:.;sarily 
131,.ipported !ly the rcsttlts of this resear,:h. Sir.ce there tD no ntat:Lstical 
htstrumenti:1 :,±: this stndy ,·ero not adequate either t:o ~HJ:p}':iCt"t m: to 
deny tH.,:; proposition. 
,i, fifth point l'.{!.ade enrH.cr i.s th1rt • since :tura:l people rncrve to the 
city ,,i.thout 1:;killed train:tn::h they :ere mmc:e likely to 1'-e he:d ti) the 
ltrwer income ji.Jb:,. Low occupation stntus means additfo1v1l disadvantages 
'fo1.' the f'.tudt:•nt fro1n ,"i rur:a 1 ba.::::.:r,round ~ Frcvf.ou,1 ikopout ~tt,tdies 
have ind:f.;, .. nt:c,d .::i hi::;h rolati.onohlp betwecm propcms:tty an,d lc;,w :tncon:~. 
Th1.s study a:;;:rees uith thi.s contention !:() t11t1. extent thnt ruxaUty and 
lol; inc-ot,10 are overlapping in 'in.nucnc.e. 
Stit:miarily) the data pruduced in this rese~t"ch ef fo:;:t doe,:; .support 
bctuec11 a ,;tud.ont 'r1 rural o:d.eritatfon nnd his prope.rwity for dropping 
out of a-:n urban school. this conclut1fon seems Just:U:ied when one 
ni.3nHfoant qu(AUHr~tttion fa tidmowled;;cd. The qual:!.flcatt,,n emerg;c;s 
:i!rorJ a di:stin(:tion between J.·ura Iity •:;!vnsidcred as an a,ttitude imd 
rm.:slit:y considered an :an mq:ier.ience.. \1hen rurality is consid€:red as 
nn attitude (.::w the Ander$on rurality tast does), then nrrality fa 
found to he significantly related to !)t'Opensity for dro:;:,r>in:3 out of 
an urban school~ Howe.ver, when i·urality is ·:~o-nsidered as an experience 
fas the numbet· o.f years actually ap:eut on the fan, .:1:nd the f~rm t"e-
:Jidence claasification $ystem do), then rurality is not :';f.gnifi<::antly 
related to propensity. Subsequently, the major the~;fo of thir:; t5tu<ly 
is upheld when 'rural or.ientat:ion is ,ccm~ddered to be an l:lttit..udr~. 
Limitations t:rt: the Study 
The limit,cttions of the n,tiid.:f are mo~t pronoun.cod :tn four r:peci.l:fo 
areas: tho instruments ,ihich a:re used arc not standar.d:i.::ed, the seope 
of tht1 study docs not include the possihiHty of prediet'.ton Gtat:emcnts; 
the existence of a clearly defined rural-urban difference :ts question ... 
nble 1 tmd some variables which rcray have influenced the data "'~ere no,t 
cont1;01led .• 
Neither ,:>f the t"ro prirr~ry testing instruments used in this study 
arc standerdized. The p1::-opc:nrdty teiH: devised by the Oklabom'! l!old:tng 
Porn:1,t Coramittee and the rurality test desi~ned by it:. A. Anderson ha"..re 
both been used e:xtens:i.vely .:for their e:,,:pressed purposes.. Hot-:<ever > 
neither one offers the st:1ldy the advantages of comparison whtch is 
offered bJ" the use of otandSt<di:::ed instruments. Bowev,1t.t, the:r.a are 
r-eaaonn l:or t:hei-r oelecti.on in face of this Hmitat:ion. The pr.-apenaity 
ti!nt had already been aclmini.otered to all the students in. t:he OkltthOWI 
City puhUc school sy$t;:ems and the infot1Mtf.o.n tJas readily ava:i.lahle. 
Tlm rural:l.ty teat: t-rtils the hc.ot tc.i::;t .1,n1ila'ble for the purposes of 
de:tcr'..:liniU?; rurality as nn att:i.tu<li.n..1l o:tpression ... 
Tha ricope of the study, as indicated in Chapter !:,. doos not 
1.nclude tha po'3tdbility of p1:edie;tion s.tt1tenients. Conse<1uent:ly, from 
the standpoint. of utility in a local school situation. it has c.evere 
practical litti.itcttion:l. l:bile it io m>t a prediction :1tudy, th:fs 1101:k 
L, n relational study in thl much as it attempts to <""..;.tploro whether 1.1 
posith•o rolationship ex.ists between rural orientation and propensity 
for droppinc; o·ut of school. 
The exiot(!llce of a clearly defined rural-urban difference is 
quesdonable. Because of in~reased CotM1Unkations and population 
mobility~ the clea~ly def:tned difference ber:w~en the ru'.!:':d and urban 
person.1 lity in <11:mf.niahint;. The- e::tent. to l'hfoh the b;o polar typos 
have actu.nlly ft1scd into one represents a limitin5 foe.tor for this 
study heeaui$e the study b based on the- presupposition that: a di:!:fcrenee 
h identifiable. 
Finally, there art1 vnriahll;;s whi.ch w.ay have had influe.nce on tl1-e 
data that: ".-le.re not ecnitrolled. tn moot cas,es, ehese varta-hles were 
not eontrollcd ~ecause i.t t1e.s u practfr...al impossihi.Hty. Some o-f the 
mort'! dgnifi1~ant uncontroll.ed ";Jariablos are: the effect of clasa 
::1-tatus on tt-w. studied variablea, tho effect of income on class otatus, 
the effeet of. the movement of at.udcnts ·withi.n the city in breaking 
potenti.slly stronz group ties whkh r,.rould otberwiae tend t·o hold a 
student in school. 
tmplicationa of the Study 
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needs to be. conducted in thre related areas. First, an in•trument 
n ds to be developed and standardized which can separate rural 
attitudes from urban attitudes if, indeed. such a separation exists. 
Second, furthur investi~ation needs to be pursued in the area of the 
rurally oriented person's odes of self expression and releas of 
conflict in an urban setting. Third, assuming that conflict doe 
arise when a rural personality type ts freed to function in an urban 
settin~, study should e made as to how thia kind of conflict might 
best b controlled or mini ized . 
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() () 7. I hold that farming requires less education than most 
other types of work. 
() () 8. Farming is most fascinating work. 
'j 7 
() () 9. Farming develops the kind of family relationships that 
results in more enduring families than are found in cities. 
() () 10. I feel that city occupations cause physical defects since 
they are so routine, confining, and do not allow for enough 
exercise, and so are unhealthy. 
() () 11. The farmer is a truly creative worker. 
() {) 12. Because the farm and rural environment constantly challenge 
thought, they make for continuous adult mental development. 
() () 13. I would not enjoy farming as much as most farm people 
seem- to. 
( ) ( ) 14. I maintain that all families are bound together by strong 
ties of affection and no great differences exist in this 
regard between rural and otl1er families. 
() () 15. Because rural people live at considerable distances from 
towns and cities, I believe they do not have the proper 
health attention. 
( ) ( ) 16. Living in the country deprives one I s children of the chan(;e 
for an adequate education. 
( ) ( ) 17. I cannot be enthusiastic about farming as a way to enjoy 
life. 
( ) ( ) 18. The ideas of thrift and wholesome ha.rd work that are a 
part of rural life build more united families than it is 
possible to have in other situations. 
( ) ( ) 19. In the country people do not have medi.ca 1 care when they 
need it. 
( ) ( ) 20. Because rural people deal witi1 so many unpredictable pro-
blems they must solve, it makes them more inventive than 
most other classes of people. 
() () 21. Although farmers may have plenty of time to meditate, I 
feel that this does not assure them the incentives for 
thinking and so growing mentally. 
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() () 22. Farrning is so monotonous, it cannot give much pleasure. 
( ) ( ) 23. I believe that because the farm. becomes the hereditary 
hom.e of all the members and they constantly turn to it 
in thought, it creates strong families. 
( ) ( ) 24. l believe farming is the most healthful of occupations 
because one gets plenty of physical exercise in the open 
air and sunshine. 
( ) ( ) 25. Becnuse the farmer must be so practical, he does little 
in his work ti1at is creative. 
() () 26. School equipment and materials in rural areas are now, 
in my opinion, the equal of those available to city children. 
( ) ( ) 27. I think that farming teaches ti1e true value of work better 
than most other occupations. 
( ) ( ) 28. I feel that farm and rural living gives people more new 
e:xperiences than any other environment can. 
( ) ( ) 29. Children living in the open country have the best environ-
ment to grow up in. 
( ) ( ) 30. My opinion is that farm work teaches good judgment better 
than do most occupations, for the individual must solve 
his own job problems. 
( ) ( ) 31. I believe that rura 1 schools now give general education 
that is as satisfactory as similar education in other 
schools. 
( ) ( ) 32. Since the farmer manages his own business it is more 
interesting than most types of work. 
( ) ( ) 33. I believe that urban families break up more rapidly than 
rural families since they have no hereditary home or land 
to hold them together. 
( ) ( ) 34. I think that rural people have a better chance to keep 
healthy than others since they have a more wholesome diet. 
( ) ( ) 35. I feel that most rural school buildings are as safe and 
sanitary nowadays as most other school buildings. 
( ) ( ) 36. Farming forces one to work unti 1 it becomes drudgery. 
( ) ( ) 37. Farm families live together more intimately than any 
class of families. 
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( ) ( ) 38. I feel that expectant mothers in the country do not have 
the proper medic.a 1 attention before or after childbirth. 
( ) ( ) 39. Lural life is isolated from the educationally broadening 
contacts of our society. 
( ) ( ) 40. As my life's work, farming would be unbearable. 
( ) ( ) 41. In my opinion, city occupations break family unity since 
each member follows his own work, frequently eats away 
from home, and usually follows his own pleasures. 
( ) ( ) 42. I believe that city environments, be ins so artificial, 
cannot have the st,perior healthfulness that the natural 
rural environment g:i.ves. 
( ) ( ) 43. Most occupations do not lend themselves to such a full 
way of life as does farming. 
,, 
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( ) ( ) 44. Rural schools have developed programs for adult education 
and for community services that make better use of the 
facilities tl1an is true of cities. 
( ) ( ) 45. There are few other occupations that offer as substantial 
enjoyment as farming. 
() () 46. I maintain that family unity is a characteristic of rural 
life because farming is a family industry where uork and 
home life are not divorced; I believe the opposite is 
usually true in most cities. 
( ) ( ) 47. I maintain that the limitations on good health facilities 
in the co· .ntry have been overcome by rapid mr.:,ans of trans-
portation and by the development of rura 1 pub lie health 
service. 
( ) ( ) 48. I think that farming involves too many distasteful tasks. 
( ) ( ) 49. Farming requires more intelligence than do most other types 
of work. 
( ) ( ) 50. I maintain that the farm home is more nearly ideal than 
any other since the interests of the family me.L-ubers are 
all one. 
( ) ( ) SL For me, Hving on a farn1 would be just too much hard work. 
( ) ( ) 52. My opinion is that proper clothing and other facilities 
for the care of children are difficult to have in country 
homes. 
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() () 53. Since farming does not call for vigorous mental action, 
it unfits rural people :for serious thinking. 
() () 54. Since the rural family is so closely knit, it exerts a 
greater influenc.e on the molding of personality than does 
the city family. 
() () 55. I hold that farming is society's most beneficial form of 
work. 
( ) ( ) 56. I think that farming is one of the most dangerous occupations 
because machines, animals, and other circumstances cause 
so many accidents. 
( ) ( ) 57. Since city people have educational opportunities within 
easy reach, I think they have much advantage over ruraL 
people. 
( ) ( ) 513. Rural homemaking makes possible the pleasure of enjoyable 
family meals more generally than does city homemaking. 
() () 59. I feel that city jobs involve only the accomplishment of 
some detailed task. 
() () 60. I believe that city children have as healthful an environ-
ment to grow up in as have rural children. 
( ) ( ) 61. I think that since rural schools are stilllpatterned so 
closely after city schools, they train away from rural 
living. 
( ) ( ) 62. Hy opinion is that rural schools just do not have the 
equipment necessary for as good training as city children 
get. 
() () 63. As I see it, the farmer has the satisfaction of being more 
productive than most workers. 
( ) ( ) 64. I think farming certainly would be the finest work for me. 
() () 65. I feel that since the satisfactions of life are measured 
by the level of living obtainable from one's work, most 
farm families have a more satisfactory life than do most 
other workers. 
() () 66. Farming deadens a person's ambitions. 
() () 67. Farming has limitations as a life work but they are not 
so great as those of other forms of work. 
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( ) ( ) 68. Farming yields less personal satisfaction than most other 
occupations. 
( ) ( ) 69. I think t~'?..'.'!t no other occupation but farming can provide 
the great enjoyment of working with plants and animals. 
( ) ( ) 70. Because city workers are usually not their own bosses but 
must follow orders they have little of the joy of indepen-
dence in their jobs. 
( ) ( ) 71. Everything considered, I would be happier at farming than 
any other work. 
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